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leave his home and make a perilous journey across Middle-earth to the
Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark Lord in his
evil purpose.
The Good News of the Return of the King - Michael T. Jahosky
2020-09-15
Although many people today reject Christianity for intellectual reasons,
greater numbers of people are rejecting Christianity because it does not
engage their imagination. Christians must not only demonstrate that the
Christian worldview is true, but that it is also good, beautiful, and
relevant. The Good News of the Return of the King: The Gospel in
Middle-earth is a book that endeavors to show the truth, goodness, and
beauty of Jesus Christ, the gospel, and the biblical metanarrative by
engaging the imagination through J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the
Rings, as well as The Hobbit and The Silmarillion. In this book, I propose
that J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings is a story about what Jesus'
parables are about: the good news about the return of the king. As a
work of imaginative fiction similar to Jesus' parables, The Lord of the
Rings can bypass both intellectual and imaginative objections to the
gospel and pull back the "veil of familiarity" that obscures the gospel for
many.
Lead Generation - Ksenia Andreeva 2016-04-29

Tales from the Perilous Realm - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2008
Never before published in a single volume, Tolkien's four novellas
("Farmer Giles of Ham, Leaf by Niggle, Smith of Wootton Major," and
"Roverandom") and one book of poems ("The Adventures of Tom
Bombadil") are gathered together in a fully illustrated set.
Pawn of Prophecy - David Eddings 2004
Garion the farm boy did not believe in magic dooms, but then he did not
know that soon he would be on a quest of unparalleled magic and danger
when the dread evil God Torak was reawakened.
The Fellowship Of The Ring - J.R.R. Tolkien 2012-02-15
Begin your journey into Middle-earth... The inspiration for the upcoming
original series on Prime Video, The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of
Power. The Fellowship of the Ring is the first part of J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic
adventure The Lord of the Rings. One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to
find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them.
Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of Power—the
means by which he intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans
for dominion is the One Ring—the ring that rules them all—which has
fallen into the hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in
the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense
task, as his elderly cousin Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care. Frodo must
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Presently, marketing has undergone serious change. Marketers have
faced increasing demand to provide quantitative data representative of
their work, particularly focusing on sales growth in correlation with a
narrow target audience. As marketers strive to cultivate new customers
directly, they have turned to a growing area of interest: lead generation a marketing activity aimed at acquiring direct contacts of prospective
customers that have demonstrated some interest in the seller's goods
and services. This book has a purely practical purpose, serving as an
introductory resource to principles and methods that will enable
marketing professionals to raise the number of potential customers and
multiply the number of sales typically received. The book describes: lead generation theory, its basic concepts, and methods of evaluating a
return on marketing investments; - customer detection techniques (cold
calls, pay-per-click, mailings, events, etc.); - peculiarities and challenges
of lead generation campaigns and methods to overcome obstacles; - real
stories about the way companies do lead generation and calculate its
results. Outstanding Features of the Book - 14 real life case studies. New trends of lead generation: cadence, market places, content
management. - Up-to-date statistics for 2015 and plans for 2016. - Based
on multi-industry experience (IT, automotive, education and even public
organizations). - The style of the book is simple, charismatic and with
humor (contains caricatures, jokes, wise quotes of great businessmen). Applicable to both B2B and B2C. - The author explains all the lead
generation concepts but also gives reasons why they should not be
treated rigorously, as every company has its own business features and,
thus, ROI and lead criteria. - A special section is dedicated to the
challenge of lead generation outsourcing. - As lead generation is based
on constant testing and statistics, the author also speaks about software
tools helping to run your campaigns and calculate ROI efficiently. The
book presents the results of a global benchmark report: "Lead
Generation: Strategies and tactics for 2016". This survey covered 259
respondents from information and telecommunication technologies,
consulting, banking, wholesale, insurance, auto-dealers, etc.
The Return of the King - J.R.R. Tolkien 1986-07-12

The awesome conclusion to The Lord of the Rings—the greatest fantasy
epic of all time—which began in The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two
Towers. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron
swarms out to conquer all Middle-earth, Frodo and Sam struggle deep
into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To defeat the Dark Lord, the One
Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of Power, must be destroyed in the fires
of Mount Doom. But the way is impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening.
Weighed down by the compulsion of the Ring, he begins finally to
despair.
Return of the King of Kings - Nazarov 2020-09-23
This story has been inspired by dreams of the author and based on
prophetic Biblical scriptures. It tells about the end times and the return
of God's Messiah, Ishua Hameshea to save humanity from a global
catastrophe. In a fictional scenario, the place of action has been set on a
planet named Istra.The story describes the lives of two friends, Micho
and Sashi, who happened to live in times immediately preceding and
following the event of Yeshua's return which was prophesied to happen
one day in ancient scriptures. The friends are caught in a sequence of
terrifying events such as global economic depression, the third world war
and its catastrophic consequences for the whole planet.During the
tribulations, Micho and Sashi make personal life choices. At first, these
take them to the opposite sides of the divide between good and evil. As
time passes and events unfold, Micho learns the hard way the same truth
which Sashi realized a long time before.The return of Ishua marks the
time when God interferes to save His people on Istra. This is also the
beginning of the new golden age in the history of humanity, the age of
love and peace.
Beowulf - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2014
Presents the prose translation of the Old English epic that Tolkien
created as a young man, along with selections from lectures on the poem
he gave later in life and a story and poetry he wrote in the style of
folklore on the poem's themes.
The Lord of the Rings - Five Mile Press Pty. Limited, The 2003
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Sauron's power. To defeat the Dark Lord, the accursed Ring of Power
had to be destroyed in the fires of Mount Doom. But the way was
impossibly hard, and Frodo was weakening. Weighed down by the
compulsion of the ring, he began finally to despair. -Back cover.
The Return of the King - J. R. R. Tolkien 2012
Concluding the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the final part of Tolkien
s epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings, featuring an exclusive cover
image from the film, the definitive text, and a detailed map of Middleearth. The armies of the Dark Lord Sauron are massing as his evil
shadow spreads ever wider. Men, Dwarves, Elves and Ents unite forces
to do battle agains the Dark. Meanwhile, Frodo and Sam struggle further
into Mordor in their heroic quest to destroy the One Ring. The
devastating conclusion of J.R.R. Tolkien s classic tale of magic and
adventure, begun in The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two Towers,
features the definitive edition of the text and includes the Appendices
and a revised Index in full. To celebrate the release of the first of Peter
Jackson s two-part film adaptation of The Hobbit, THE HOBBIT: AN
UNEXPECTED JOURNEY, this third part of The Lord of the Rings is
available for a limited time with an exclusive cover image from Peter
Jackson s award-winning trilogy."
The Lord of the Rings, the Return of the King - Jude Fisher 2003
A visual guide to the third in the Lord of the Rings movie trilogy. A largeformat, full-colour guide to the characters, places, landscapes, artefacts,
battles, and costumes as seen in the film, it features images, informative
text and specially commissioned extras.
The Return of the King - J.R.R. Tolkien 1986-07-12
The awesome conclusion to The Lord of the Rings—the greatest fantasy
epic of all time—which began in The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two
Towers. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron
swarms out to conquer all Middle-earth, Frodo and Sam struggle deep
into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To defeat the Dark Lord, the One
Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of Power, must be destroyed in the fires
of Mount Doom. But the way is impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening.

The Lord of the Rings - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2001
The Two Towers - J. R. R. Tolkien 2014-12-16
Large print hardback edition of the second volume of J.R.R. Tolkien's
epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map. This
large print edition tells the story of Frodo and the Companions of the
Ring, who have been beset by danger during their quest to prevent the
Ruling Ring from falling into the hands of the Dark Lord by destroying it
in the Cracks of Doom. They have lost the wizard, Gandalf, in the battle
with an evil spirit in the Mines of Moria; and at the Falls of Rauros,
Boromir, seduced by the power of the Ring, tried to seize it by force.
While Frodo and Sam made their escape the rest of the company were
attacked by Orcs. Now they continue their journey alone down the great
River Anduin -- alone, that is, save for the mysterious creeping figure
that follows wherever they go.
The David Story: A Translation with Commentary of 1 and 2
Samuel - Robert Alter 2009-10-21
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and
commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999
Acclaimed for its masterful new translation and insightful commentary,
The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the great works in
Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David, the
beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with
Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully
human: an ambitious, calculating man who navigates his life's course
with a flawed moral vision. The consequences for him, his family, and his
nation are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded
imagining, David is the creation of a literary artist comparable to the
Shakespeare of the history plays.
The Lord of the Rings; the Return of the King - 2003
The Return of the King - J. R. R. Tolkien 2001-08
While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron swarmed out to conquer all
Middle-earth, Frodo and Sam struggled deep into Mordor, seat of
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Weighed down by the compulsion of the Ring, he begins finally to
despair.
The Lord of the Rings Omnibus Tie-In: The Fellowship of the Ring; The
Two Towers; The Return of the King - J. R. R. Tolkien 2022-08-16
Begin your journey into Middle-earth. A New Legend Begins on Prime
Video, in The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power. This single volume,
paperback omnibus edition includes the three titles that comprise J.R.R.
Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two
Towers, and The Return of the King. Middle-earth, a world of magic and
adventure. A land full of tales spanning thousands of years. Sauron, the
Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of Power--the means by
which he intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for
dominion is the One Ring--the ring that rules them all--which has fallen
into the hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in the
Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as
the Ring is entrusted to his care. He must leave his home and make a
perilous journey across the realms of Middle-earth to the Crack of Doom,
deep inside the territories of the Dark Lord. There he must destroy the
Ring forever and foil the Dark Lord in his evil purpose.
The Lord of the Rings - Jude Fisher 2003
A companion guide to the third film follows the journeys of Frodo, Sam,
and Gollum as they slowly make their way into the depths of Mordor,
while the scattered Fellowship members take a final stand against the
forces of Sauron.
The Lord of the Rings - David Brawn 2003
Introduces the principal characters and situations from the motion
picture based on the third part of J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Lord of the
Rings," with brief quotations and photographs of scenes from the film.
The Hobbit - J. R. R. Tolkien 2012
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his
hobbit-hole until the day Gandalf, the wandering wizard, convinces him
to take part in an adventure with a cohort of dwarves, from which he
may never return.
The Return of the King - J.R.R. Tolkien 1986-07-12

The awesome conclusion to The Lord of the Rings—the greatest fantasy
epic of all time—which began in The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two
Towers. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron
swarms out to conquer all Middle-earth, Frodo and Sam struggle deep
into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To defeat the Dark Lord, the One
Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of Power, must be destroyed in the fires
of Mount Doom. But the way is impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening.
Weighed down by the compulsion of the Ring, he begins finally to
despair.
The Good News of the Return of the King - Michael T. Jahosky
2020-09-15
Although many people today reject Christianity for intellectual reasons,
greater numbers of people are rejecting Christianity because it does not
engage their imagination. Christians must not only demonstrate that the
Christian worldview is true, but that it is also good, beautiful, and
relevant. The Good News of the Return of the King: The Gospel in
Middle-earth is a book that endeavors to show the truth, goodness, and
beauty of Jesus Christ, the gospel, and the biblical metanarrative by
engaging the imagination through J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the
Rings, as well as The Hobbit and The Silmarillion. In this book, I propose
that J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings is a story about what Jesus'
parables are about: the good news about the return of the king. As a
work of imaginative fiction similar to Jesus' parables, The Lord of the
Rings can bypass both intellectual and imaginative objections to the
gospel and pull back the ""veil of familiarity"" that obscures the gospel
for many.
The King's Dungeon - Powerone 2013-07
The King and his noblemen pursued a life of unbridled lust with those
that submitted to their power by choice or for the unfortunate, in the
dungeons below the castle where bondage insured their submission.
Nothing is forbidden for the privileged, not even the unspeakable taboos
of society. "King's Dungeon" is set in the 11th century where men
dominate and woman had no choice but to submit to any and all demands
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a man could conceive. King Rulf, after conquering his enemies, returns to
take his rightful place on the throne with a wife to bear him many heirs.
But there is always time to find his pleasures in the bedrooms of any
woman he desires or to satisfy his jaded lust in the dungeons.
Return of the King - Brian Windhorst 2017-04-11
Now a New York Times bestseller! The inside story of LeBron James's
return and ultimate triumph in Cleveland. What really happened when
LeBron James stunned the NBA by leaving a potential dynasty in Miami
to come home to play with the Cleveland Cavaliers? How did the Cavs
use secret meetings to put together the deal to add star Kevin Love? Who
really made the controversial decision to fire coach David Blatt when the
team was in first place? Where did the greatest comeback in NBA history
truly begin-and end? RETURN OF THE KING takes you onto the private
planes, inside the locker-room conversations, and into the middle of the
intense huddles where one of the greatest stories in basketball history
took place, resulting in the Cavs winning the 2016 NBA title after trailing
the Golden State Warriors three games to one. You'll hear from all the
characters involved: the players, the executives, the agents, and the
owners as they reveal stories never before told. Get the background on
all the controversies, the rivalries, and the bad blood from two reporters
who were there for every day, plot twist, and social media snafu as they
take you through the fascinating ride that culminated in a heart-stopping
Game Seven.
Return Of The King - Gillian G. Gaar 2010-05-15
Return Of The King tells the story of a tumultuous period in the life of
Elvis Presley. By 1967, The King Of Rock 'n' Roll was all but washed-up,
thanks to a string of bland movie roles and lackluster records. But within
a year he had roused himself, loosened the creative shackles imposed by
his grasping manager, 'Colonel' Tom Parker, and reconnected with the
rock audience through a riveting TV special. There followed a glorious
but all too brief artistic flowering, in which he made some of his most
enduring records, including 'Suspicious Minds' and 'In The Ghetto.' This
meticulously researched and elegantly written book, based on a string of
new interviews with colleagues, friends, fans, and observers of The King,

sheds new light on the events of Elvis's great comeback.
The Return of the King - J. R. R. Tolkien 2001
The Fellowship of the Ring - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2008
Fantasy fiction. The first ever illustrated paperback of part one of
Tolkien's epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings, featuring 19 colour
paintings by Alan Lee.
The Return of the King - Ton van der Kroon 2018-09-07
What does it mean to be a man today? Not a macho nor a whimp, but
someone who can be strong and vulnerable, open and assertive,
grounded and inspired. Many men are facing this question today. They
feel confident to share their innermost feelings with women, but they
lack the friendship, safety and nurturing bond with other men. They
never had a good example of their fathers, who were mostly absent:
physically absent, emotionally absent or spiritually absent. A few
generations of men have became lost sons, doing their best but without a
clear picture of what it means to be a man This is the story of a book that
reached thousands of men in Holland, Belgium and Germany and is now
available for the international market. 'The Return of the King' describes
the challenges of manhood today and gives solutions for a new and
healthy masculinity. At the same time it adresses the role men play in our
changing society. It gives a clear and hopeful view of the crises and
transformation in the world today. Using initiationstories, like the tales
of Parcival, Hamlet or Iron John, but also modern stories like the Matrix,
The Titanic and Lord of the Rings, men are guided along the path to
manhood. A road less traveled. It challenges men to leave the fortress of
their mind and to follow their heart, thus fulfilling an ancient and
archetypal theme: the Return of the King...'A powerful book for men.'
Penthouse'A book that gives hope and courage.' Flesch'The best and
most stimulating book in men's literature: a remarkable work.'
Prisma'Ton van der Kroon came and triumphed with his book.' Jonas'A
great pleasure to read.' La Nouvel Vie'A real present for the man you
love.' Oibibio'A must for men, a relieve for women.' Hilarion'The book
reads like an exciting journey.' Ode'Ton van der Kroon's dream led to a
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remarkable book.' Spiegelbeeld'A remarkable book from one of the most
experienced trainers in men's work.' Onkruid
The Return of the King - Jeff Kluttz 2009-03-04
The Return of The King (ROTK) is a detailed timeline of end-time events
as prophesied in the Bible. Unlike some works of this nature, ROTK is
written to a non-technical audience, providing full definitions of all
theological terms used in the book. It is written by a minister of over 20
years who is accustomed to breaking complicated theological content
down for its simplest digestion. ROTK is written from a premillennial
perspective, which understands scripture to be literal in nature, and
prophecy to be interpreted via normal and customary interpretational
methods rather than being relegated to symbolic in its nature. ROTK is
also written in conjunction with the ROTK Teacher's and Student's
editions which can be obtained for teaching the biblical study of
eschatology (end time events) in a classroom setting. For more
information and excerpts from this work, visit the author's blog at
www.returningking.com.
The Return of the King - Matthew Ward 2007

to reestablish Shah Shuja ul-Mulk on the throne, and as their puppet. But
after little more than two years, the Afghans rose in answer to the call
for jihad and the country exploded into rebellion. This First Anglo-Afghan
War ended with an entire army of what was then the most powerful
military nation in the world ambushed and destroyed in snowbound
mountain passes by simply equipped Afghan tribesmen. Only one British
man made it through. But Dalrymple takes us beyond the bare outline of
this infamous battle, and with penetrating, balanced insight illuminates
the uncanny similarities between the West’s first disastrous
entanglement with Afghanistan and the situation today. He delineates
the straightforward facts: Shah Shuja and President Hamid Karzai share
the same tribal heritage; the Shah’s principal opponents were the Ghilzai
tribe, who today make up the bulk of the Taliban’s foot soldiers; the same
cities garrisoned by the British are today garrisoned by foreign troops,
attacked from the same rings of hills and high passes from which the
British faced attack. Dalryrmple also makes clear the byzantine
complexity of Afghanistan’s age-old tribal rivalries, the stranglehold they
have on the politics of the nation and the ways in which they ensnared
both the British in the nineteenth century and NATO forces in the
twenty-first. Informed by the author’s decades-long firsthand knowledge
of Afghanistan, and superbly shaped by his hallmark gifts as a narrative
historian and his singular eye for the evocation of place and culture, The
Return of a King is both the definitive analysis of the First Anglo-Afghan
War and a work of stunning topicality.
THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE RETURN OF THE KING - 2003

The return of the king - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 1965
Return of a King - William Dalrymple 2013-04-16
From William Dalrymple—award-winning historian, journalist and travel
writer—a masterly retelling of what was perhaps the West’s greatest
imperial disaster in the East, and an important parable of neocolonial
ambition, folly and hubris that has striking relevance to our own time.
With access to newly discovered primary sources from archives in
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia and India—including a series of previously
untranslated Afghan epic poems and biographies—the author gives us
the most immediate and comprehensive account yet of the spectacular
first battle for Afghanistan: the British invasion of the remote kingdom in
1839. Led by lancers in scarlet cloaks and plumed helmets, and facing
little resistance, nearly 20,000 British and East India Company troops
poured through the mountain passes from India into Afghanistan in order

The Return of the King - J. R. R. Tolkien 2014-12-16
Large print hardback edition of the final volume of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic
adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map. The
climactic volume of the trilogy, wherein the little hobbit and his trusty
companions make a terrible journey to the heart of the land of the
Shadow in a final reckoning with the power of Sauron. Impossible to
describe in a few words, JRR Tolkien's great work of imaginative fiction
has been labelled both a heroic romance and a classic fantasy fiction. By
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turns comic and homely, epic and diabolic, the narrative moves through
countless changes of scene and character in an imaginary world which is
totally convincing in its detail. Tolkien created a vast new mythology in
an invented world which has proved timeless in its appeal.
The Hobbit ; &, The Lord of the Rings - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien
2001*
Immerse yourself in Middle-earth with Tolkien’s classic masterpieces
behind the films, telling the complete story of Bilbo Baggins and the
Hobbits’ epic encounters with Gandalf, Gollum, dragons and monsters, in
the quest to destroy the One Ring. When they were first published,The
HobbitandThe Lord of the Ringsbecame instant classics. Treasured by
readers young and old, these works of sweeping fantasy, steeped in
unrivalled magic and otherworldliness have sold more than 150 million
copies around the world. This new boxed gift set, published to celebrate
the release of the first of Peter Jackson’s three-part film adaptation of
JRR Tolkien’s The Hobbit, THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY,
contains both titles and features cover images from both films. It offers
readers a new opportunity to discover Tolkien’s remarkable world of
Middle-earth and to follow the complete story of Bilbo Baggins and the
Hobbits’ part in the epic quest for the Ring – beginning with Bilbo’s
fateful visit from Gandalf and culminating in the dramatic climax
between Frodo and Gollum atop Mount Doom.
The Return of Faraz Ali - Aamina Ahmad 2022-04-05
“Stunning not only on account of the author’s talent, of which there is
clearly plenty, but also in its humanity.” —New York Times Book Review
(cover) Sent back to his birthplace—Lahore’s notorious red-light
district—to hush up the murder of a girl, a man finds himself in an
unexpected reckoning with his past. Not since childhood has Faraz
returned to the Mohalla, in Lahore’s walled inner city, where women
continue to pass down the art of courtesan from mother to daughter. But
he still remembers the day he was abducted from the home he shared
with his mother and sister there, at the direction of his powerful father,
who wanted to give him a chance at a respectable life. Now Wajid, once
more dictating his fate from afar, has sent Faraz back to Lahore,

installing him as head of the Mohalla police station and charging him
with a mission: to cover up the violent death of a young girl. It should be
a simple assignment to carry out in a marginalized community, but for
the first time in his career, Faraz finds himself unable to follow orders.
As the city assails him with a jumble of memories, he cannot stop asking
questions or winding through the walled city’s labyrinthine alleyways
chasing the secrets—his family’s and his own—that risk shattering his
precariously constructed existence. Profoundly intimate and propulsive,
The Return of Faraz Ali is a spellbindingly assured first novel that poses
a timeless question: Whom do we choose to protect, and at what price?
The Return of the King - J.R.R. Tolkien 1986-07-12
The awesome conclusion to The Lord of the Rings—the greatest fantasy
epic of all time—which began in The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two
Towers. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron
swarms out to conquer all Middle-earth, Frodo and Sam struggle deep
into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To defeat the Dark Lord, the One
Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of Power, must be destroyed in the fires
of Mount Doom. But the way is impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening.
Weighed down by the compulsion of the Ring, he begins finally to
despair.
The Return of the King (Media Tie-in) - J.R.R. Tolkien 2022-07-05
Begin your journey to Middle-earth. The inspiration for the upcoming
original series The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power. The third part
of J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic adventure The Lord of the Rings. While the evil
might of the Dark Lord Sauron swarms out to conquer all Middle-earth,
Frodo and Sam struggle deep into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To
defeat the Dark Lord, the One Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of
Power, must be destroyed in the fires of Mount Doom. But the way is
impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening. Weighed down by the
compulsion of the Ring, he begins finally to despair.
Oswald: Return of the King - Edoardo Albert 2015-05-15
'Spirited and enjoyable' Nicholas Higham Oswald had found peace. But
now he must fight for the throne. Northumbria lies undefended.
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monks of Iona. However, the abbot of Iona does not need another monk;
the abbot wants a warrior king to spread the new faith. He must reignite
Oswald’s hunger for glory and renown, for gold and power and the
homage of men. But, if he does, will it destroy Oswald?

Cadwallon and Penda, the kings of Gwynedd and Mercia, ravage the
land. Oswald has a rightful claim to the throne, but he is sick of
bloodshed, and in his heart he longs to lay down his sword and join the
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